Codon evolution is governed by linear formulas.
When nucleotide (G, C, T and A) contents were plotted against each nucleotide, their relationships were clearly expressed by a linear formula, y = alphax + beta in the coding and non-coding regions. This linear relationship was obtained from the complete single-stranded DNA. Similarly, nucleotide contents at all three codon positions were expressed by linear regression lines based on the content of each nucleotide. In addition, 64 codon usages were also expressed by linear formulas against nucleotide content. Thus, the nucleotide content not only in coding sequence but also in non-coding sequence can be expressed by a linear formula, y = alphax + beta, in 145 organisms (112 bacteria, 15 archaea and 18 eukaryotes). Based on these results, the ratio of C/T, G/T, C/A or G/A one can essentially estimate all four nucleotide contents in the complete single-stranded DNA, and the determination of any ratio of two kinds of nucleotides can essentially estimate four nucleotide contents, nucleotide contents at the three different codon positions and codon distributions at 64 codons in the coding region. The maximum and minimum values of G content were approximately 0.35 and approximately 0.15, respectively, among various organisms examined. Codon evolution occurs according to linear formulas between these two values.